Travelers’ eRisk Hub®
A SPECIALIZED WEB PORTAL TO HELP YOU PREVENT AND RESPOND TO CYBER EVENTS

It takes only one cyber attack or data security breach to impair
your company’s financial results, or even potentially put you out
of business. Just one stolen laptop, one resourceful hacker, one
virus or even lost paper records can cause data breaches and
impact the privacy of the data your organization stores. Finding
and remedying a breach can be complex and expensive.

In addition, our coverage includes access to Travelers’ eRisk
Hub®, a risk management web portal to help your organization
successfully prevent and respond to cyber events.

Travelers’ cyber coverage solutions are specifically designed to
help in the event of a cyber breach. We provide options that
include coverage for forensic investigations and litigation expenses
associated with the breach. Some of our coverage solutions
also offer options for regulatory defense expenses and related
fines, crisis management or public relations expenses, business
interruption and cyber extortion.

•

Prevention benefits:
•

•

•
•

•

News center with the latest cyber-related headlines
Tools to build privacy controls as well as information and
IT security programs
Learning center featuring white papers, articles and upcoming
webinars on a variety of topics including business interruption,
forensics, compliance and security awareness
Calculators to estimate potential costs of an event
Resources for statutory, regulatory and case law updates
regarding privacy liability and notification obligations
Access to experts who can help your organization build or
improve its cyber programs

Post-event response benefits:
•

Breach Coach® service – a 30-minute consultation with
an attorney to receive immediate triage assistance

•

Sample incident roadmap for dealing with a privacy breach

•

Easy access to the Travelers claim reporting website

Travelers’ eRisk Hub® is available at no additional cost to insureds
of CyberRisk and CyberFirst® for technology companies and
public entities.

Travelers knows cyber coverage solutions.
To learn more, talk to your independent agent or visit travelers.com/cyber.
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